**ATTENTION ALL ANGLERS - IMPORTANT MESSAGE ABOUT KHV ***

KHV disease was been reported in our local area. To combat this devastating disease, we have a larger dip tank (no longer with rinse) which is covered by CCTV cameras.

All anglers will be asked on arrival to dip their nets, slings, mats, cradles and any other item that may come into contact with our fish stock.

Keep nets are now also banned from use on our coarse lake. Please make sure on your arrival that this equipment is ready to be dipped - you will not be admitted without doing this first.

Items should be left in the dip while anglers come to reception to check in.
We thank you in advance for helping us to protect our fishery and livelihood from this devastating virus and in turn to try and do our bit to eliminate any transfer of it.

When you return home from visiting any fishery, please ensure that you completely dry out any equipment - preferably in direct sunlight as this disease thrives on wet & damp conditions.